INDIAN TOWNS IN PTOLEMY'S GEOGRAPHY HI
to each other and used in. different dialects. These
names reveal, along with the diversity of local speeches,
a strange case of linguistic syncretism, because, if
Dintapura is clearly Aryan, the other forms are at least
partially non-Aryan ; Jcura is not known to be an Aryan
name, and we find it associated with Sanskrit danta. We
have here the proof of intimate penetration between
Aryan and non-Aryan vocabularies and also the indica-
tion of ethnical and cultural mixture.
It is moreover possible to go still deeper into the
hierarchy of forms. When enumerating the towns between
the Pseudostomos and the Baris, Ptolemy (VII, 1, 86)
mentions, after different localities, Karoura, the royal city,
and then other towns which do not merit this epithet,
and amongst them, Arembour, Koureour, Delour, etc.
After the interior cities of Pandiones, such as Tainour,
Korindour, we find Modoura, the royal city of the Pandion,
then other towns such as Akour, Kaliour, Eikour, and
then Orthoura, a royal city and other cities like Abour,
Nagour, etc.. It appears'that in a vast territory, Karoura,
Modoura, Orthoura were the royal cities while the names
in -our designate the ordinary agglomerations. This
distinction does not certainly hold good for other regions
of India. It ceases to be true for the Arouarnoi of
whom Skopeloura, the only town in -oura is not at all a
royal city but further on amongst the Mais&loi, the only
city in -oura : Pitoura is precisely called a metropolis.
It seems that in the largest part of the Dekhan, the cities
in -oura had a special dignity superior to that of the
towns in -our. These differences in the onomasticon
should correspond to two cultural levels. The names in
•oura were perhaps in use in the official language while
the names in -our belonged to country speeches.

